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About This Game

Story

Take control of a modern hero of our times, a man so lazy he decided to quit his job and just spend his life inside an All-you-
can-eat diner.

As years go by, his freeloading nature becomes legend, but then a tragedy occurs - the diner is about to close down! Will our
hero finally settle down and get a regular job? Never!!!
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Embark on an epic quest filled with humor, puns and controversy as you traverse the city in search of a solution to your
life's problems.

Memorable characters include yourself, your dad who is also your only friend, a very foxy secretary love interest (but
that just doesn't work out... at all), and half a dozen more

The plot takes a dark turn when the CEO of a Megaslimy corporation and the Mayor of whatever team up to do some
evil.

Can you stop them and more importantly - do you even care?

Playtime: Thirty minutes of your life you're never getting back

Gameplay

All You Can Eat is a unique interactive comic that blends the mechanics of playing a game seamlessly with the experience of
reading a comic:

every interaction in the game world (such as talking, picking up items, using objects etc.) creates a new comic panel,
furthering the story

at any time during the game you can scroll up and down to read what you've created among hundreds of unique hand-
drawn (and hand-scanned!) content rich panels

the in-game conversations mimic the “3 panel structure” of daily comics with context, setup and delivery

when the player ends the game, he is given the option to print out his gameplay in a comic book format

a new game+ option with a developer commentary track when you finish the game
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Title: All You Can Eat
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Gamechuck
Publisher:
Gamechuck
Franchise:
Interactive Comics
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This game sucks no saves means no getting back to where you were but i dont have the time to play
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in one sitting so i guess ill never know what is going on
. It is FANTASTIC!!!!! And VSTEP got my FAVOURITE cruiseferry, MS Pride of Rotterdam!

The only problem is, I find there is not enough ferries, and I want VSTEP to add some like the MS Baltic Queen, MS Superstar,
MS Spirit of France, MS Cote des Flandres, MS Delft Seaways, MV Stena Hollandica, etc.. So far, I am going to not
recommend this.
I would love to tell you about the game play, but I bought this on the 2nd of April and have yet to be able to get in. Have
reinstalled 3-4 times and nothing. Posted on the forums and nothing about how to fix this yet and nothing from the devs yet
either.
Will be sure to update this once\/if it is fixed, but figure to warn others first hand.
Add on to review. Is 28 July 2015 and still have yet to play this. No response on forums.It is like having no kids and no
interuptions for the weekend, then realizing you are out of lube.
Added 18 June 2016
I think this game has been abandoned. No word from the Dev's...my post from last year on not connecting is still top of the
boards with little to no other activity.. I didn't like this. The whole thing felt like a Game Maker tutorial project.

It's short. Really, really, really, really short. You can get 100% in less than 2 hours.

Graphics and screen size are built to be remeniscent of a Game Boy Zelda, but the high-quality sound effects and music clash
with the 8-bit graphics.

Overworld is just a big empty maze with no enemies, no secrets, and no interesting puzzles. It's just a bunch of shrubs and dead-
ends, like the developers simply forgot to add monsters, or decided there was no point.

Swordplay is painfully awkward, and enemies don't make a satisfying "crunch" sound when they take damage or die.

Dungeon puzzles amount to nothing more than "You have to go through hallway X before you go through hallway Y." There are
only about six types of enemies to fight in the entire game, including bats with the most irritating flight patterns I have ever seen
in any Zelda-like.

There's practically no story. No unsettling themes, no NPCs who tell you anything relevant, no huge conspiracy or plot twist.
The bad guy is exactly who everyone says he is, and you kill defeat him to stop the storms and sail off the island just like
everyone tells you to. The game makes no effort to hide the fact that you're just going through the standard motions of a Zelda
game, but with none of the parts that make it fascinating or addicting, like using new items to solve puzzles or finding secret
areas.

Any positives? Well, a few. In this game, instead of enemies dropping hearts, they drop apples, which you can collect and eat
later when you need them. Alternately you can buy bread from the shop which heals four hearts at once. I thought that was very
good idea.

The desert dungeon was a total blast. It was huge, had great atmosphere, and had some actual puzzles. It was the only time when
the game felt like it was reaching its full potential. The Lighthouse was a bit annoying, but it was also a very well-designed and
challenging final dungeon.

The soundtrack feels too overproduced to fit in a retro Zelda game. Nevertheless, it's quite pleasant to listen to.

Overall, I give this game a giant "Meh." It's not terrible, it just felt uninspired and pointless. Achievement hunters looking for an
easy 100% should get this game. People looking for a homage to Link's Awakening should get this game, only if they're willing to
lower their expectations to the absolute minimum. Otherwise, try Anodyne, which is a much more involved and heartfelt take on the
same concept.. Port of Call is a short and semi emotinal game you can play and beat in under 1\/2 an hour qurky graphics but
none the less a good play. This game is a nice mix of shooter and puzzle game... Quick review: You go into caves and look for
survivors (or gems) and grab them, then you try to shoot enemies and avoid lava so you can get to the exit. Sometimes you have to
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look for ways to cool the lava so you can get past it...

It's fun.
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I give the game a 7\/10. I found the game to be repetitve at some points and the way you have to back and forth to other
characters in quite annoying. If you take a break from the game, even for a day or two, it is hard to get back on track and find
where you left of. The game is overall good but there are some aspects that I would change.. If every game made after Age of
Mythology was a strategy game, Age of Mythology would still be the best strategy game of all time. Screw c&c, screw Warcraft.
AOM taught me about the mythological gods long before God of War and Marvel films did (if only Marvel knew how OP Loki
really is). The only shame is AOM2 isnt a thing, Why the hell isnt there a sequel to this?. First off this is a twin stick
shooter....Sooo Viktor has this this problem....which you are gonna fix... Wait... That's not quite right... Viktor has a very
dysfunctional family in a very upbeat town. You have to help Viktor talk about past wrongs and...you see the issue here? There
is kind of story almost like there is some noticeable bgm. But nothing of note.

However what is kind of interesting is the bosses are each unique and Viktor himself has a teleport\/dash mechanic to
navigate\/evade which once you get the hang of makes the game actually kind of streamlined. Easy\/normal mode shouldnt run
much more than 30-60 minutes and the unlockable weapons are purely optionable since your dual pistols do enough damage.

References to Blood of the Werewolf and obviously Megaman since its a 2d sidescroller but I would note that there is not any
obvious pathing. No boss is harder\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665just... more annoying since there is no
weaknesses? In my opinion I would put Shadow Caverns(Shadow) and the Twilight Fortress(Shapeshifter) as Easiest. Arid
Wasteland(Djinn)and Frozen Summit(Frozen) as Medium and Molten Chasm(Demon) Sewers(Corrupted) Harder. Small hint
for those having issues with Mephistopheles. You can dodge his laser by dashing under him.. -tl;dr Review: 4\/10 DO NOT
BUY-
Overpriced even on sale, you'll get maybe 8 hours of gaming out of it. It's shallow, so when you do enjoy it, just know you won't
get much more of it.

A steal at a dollar, fairly priced at $5, neutral at $10, what are you gonna do\/maybe if I'm rich at $15. At $25, go ahead and buy
yourself two premium AAA titles that are a year old and do yourself a favor.

(Also note -the forums are kinda hidden, (link http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/267220\/discussions\/ ) note that developer
Derek Smart WILL ban you if you disagree (http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/e1SZkWG.png), \/posts against the game will be deleted. He
hasn't changed from the Battlecruiser "THIS IS THE GREATEST GAME EVER AND YOU'RE ALL PLEBES!" Usenet days.
:\/ http:\/\/www.polygon.com\/2012\/11\/14\/3553620\/the-redemption-of-derek-smart

-Full Review-

Graphics

They're fine -maybe even cool - but space marines are pretty ubiquitus now. I get that this is art he's been using for years
(though WH40k, Heinlein, Doom etc etc really made these settings so nobody gets credit) but I couldn't help thinking "blue
mass effect." This game has a lot of blue and red, and if you play it on a mobile device at a mobile price that would be fine but
on a PC the graphics just look... well, ported.

Also $25 bucks feels high because he's basically just reusing assets from the MMO -
(Not this game - just the same stuff. The MMO)
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ALg8Nzccbnw ) to make a game. They're fine, and probably the best part of the game, but
if you've played Halo, Mass Effect, or anything else you've seen these designs, ships, locations, armors. It looks kinda like the
aliens from the movie Battleship, honestly.

Gameplay

I'm going to seperate this from controls, so I'll say this is the best part. You can move dudes around, trick the ai to rush you, put
down\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 use nades. The 16 levels you get are pretty fun (though if you're good at it they
go by very quickly - especially if you don't fully explore them.) Ugrading equipment and leveling are satisfying - though this is
part of the shallowness - not many levels, not many upgrades, etc. Just enough to wet your whistle.

The big things are neat and genuinely scary, and the space combat is the most fun part (as would be expected of a D\/S game.)
And that's how the game-play would be if the next section of the review doesn't exist.
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Controls

Here there be dragons... These might work on a tablet - I do not know. But the mouse and keyboard is radial menus and
brokenness and confusion. There's no screen pause to catch your breath - instead it's the freemium mobile style right to menu
(so you can't tactically advance ahead of the pay-to-play mechanic on tablet by stopping to think) BS that drives me nuts. Can I
just get a moment to think in a clear screen, please? I paid 25 dollars. (And don't worry there's no Freemium pay to play
nonsense in this, but at that price there had better not be - it's just the mechanic still exists in the game.)

(Combat http:\/\/youtu.be\/sU37J3JjXUA?t=6m43s)

Everything moves faster than you can get the controls to work (unless you're really good at counter-intuitive controls - I moved
through the game very quickly but I understood where the levels were trying to take me and I did that\/moved VERY slowly.) I
almost died a lot (but based on some other reviews I'm apparently very good - I got through many levels with 0 revives and one
dude barely alive - so if you're all wiping a lot I'm not surprised. I may have gotten supernaturally lucky.)

(You'll note that in their videos they use a ton of cuts - that's probably because doing a tutorial without screwing up has got to be
difficult with the control scheme.) https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7TvRQYc6oUM

Basically the controls are broken, and if you tell the dev that he'll accuse you of being bad at games, but I'd like to see a lets play
of someone really rocking this control scheme when the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665goes down if it's as easy as the
dev says, along with a shot of their hands moving on the mouse\/keyboard. Pressing 1-4 to select dudes is helpful, but it's the
menus and the inability to "clean pause" that ruins it.

On top of that, there's no volume control (because it's a PORT and tablets have switches for that.)

Replayability

There is a horde map. You can replay it. It's got nowhere to hide, no choke points, and a lot of fences. Did you die? Play it
again. There is a campaign. It's actually pretty fun. When you're done with it a few hours later, play it again. (not out of order
though, you don't get to replay missions without replaying the whole shebang.) Play it more if you want equipment you don't
need, or weaker versions of equipment you have. Done all that? Write a review and get banned from the forums forever.

It's been about 5 hours and you're done. Happy 25$

Price

I get that games cost money. But the constantly being taken down video of the game that this is based on uses all the same assets
as this (a game that I believe is tardy, but don't quote me on that.) And on android it's much, much less {$4.99.} It's why I say
this game would be a steal at a dollar and fair at five - when this is a five dollar game with the Dev not attacking players, it will
be a solid effort and 6 out of 10, but when you charge a premium price you review against that.

Try to point this out and this happens: http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/K8dn30P.png

Total: 4\/10 DO NOT BUY.

I can't recommend this - some of the additions below will show why, but it's mostly the game\/price. The rest is just... very, very
odd behavior.

SCREENIES, LINKS
* How the review WAS shaping up, and the nonsense that ended up tanking it 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/267220\/discussions\/0\/558747921885310403\/
and proof of my banning for "rude". http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/sy2DLJS.png)
* Yet more banning going on, and now he's editing other people's comments. http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/QrbFxDY.png 
http:\/\/imgur.com\/1qHnDoQ
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* "Derek Smart on why Line of Defense Tactics costs more on PC than on mobile devices"
http:\/\/www.pcgamesn.com\/indie\/derek-smart-why-line-defense-tactics-costs-more-pc-mobile-devices
* A hilariously fake review and the accompanying censurous legal threat: http:\/\/www.somethingawful.com\/game-
reviews\/completely-libelous-review\/1\/
* More context. https:\/\/groups.google.com\/forum\/#!topic\/comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.strategic\/E7q27JJGvJ4
* Metacritic score http:\/\/www.metacritic.com\/game\/pc\/line-of-defense-tactics---tactical-advantage
* How Derek felt about deving for mobile (Before deving for mobile) http:\/\/youtu.be\/ibCpjQRSSTs?t=4m21s
* Derek accuses me of having multiple accounts and "teases" the word lawsuit while tl;dring
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/267220\/discussions\/0\/558747922093449025\/ EDIT: More veiled threats
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